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In today's guide, we'll explain how to watch Tyson Fury vs Oleksandr Usyk live on an almost
free channel without having to pay dozens of dollars.

Saturday, May 18 Hey Heavyweight rivals have been on a collision course for more than a year
having initially been pencilled in to clash at Wembley last April. Terms could not be agreed on
that occasion and the fight was pushed back until two days before Christmas, only for Fury's

life-and-death fight with Francis Ngannou to put a spanner in the works.

Fury and Usyk agreed to push their meeting back until February 17 only for the Brit to suffer a
cut above his eye in one of his final sparring sessions. A new date was quickly agreed with both
men now in Saudi Arabia ahead of Saturday night's showdown. Here is everything you need to

know about the clash...

Tyson Fury and Oleksandr Usyk will likely walk to the ring at around 11pm UK time on Saturday
night, which will be 1am in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. But as fans experienced when Anthony
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Joshua fought Francis Ngannou in March, the first bell could ring after midnight in the UK,
meaning a late night for fight fans. The ultimate start time will depend on how long the

undercard fights take to complete. The first fights of the day will start at around 2.45pm in the
UK with the official undercard kicking off at 5pm.

How to watch Tyson Fury vs Oleksandr Usyk fight via TV channel and live stream

This article contains affiliate links, we will receive a commission on any sales we generate from
it. Learn more

Watch Tyson Fury vs Oleksandr Usyk

Watch Tyson Fury vs Oleksander Usyk live on DAZN

PPV is £24.99 and includes one month of a DAZN subscription.

Tyson Fury and Oleksandr Usyk are set to lock horns in a huge bout on May 18 with each
fighter attempting to etch their name in boxing history as the first undisputed heavyweight
champion since 1999. The stakes couldn't be higher as the pair will go head to head for the

prestigious WBC, WBA, WBO, and IBF titles.

DAZN

Get it here

Tyson Fury vs Oleksandr Usyk will be available on DAZN, TNT Sports Box Office and Sky
Sports Box Office. Click the link above to watch on DAZN or visit TNT Sports' website to watch

their coverage. Fury v Usyk on TNT Sports Box Office costs £24.99 in the UK and can be
watched on discovery+, EE TV, Virgin Media TV and Prime Video. You do not need to be a TNT

Sports subscriber to buy this event.

Full fight card and undercard

Oleksandr Usyk vs Tyson Fury

Tyson Fury will throw his world title up in the air along with Oleksandr Usyk's three belts with the
winner of their undisputed fight becoming the first man in the division's history to hold all four

belts at one time.

Fury vs. Usyk fight date, start time

Date: Saturday, May 18

Time: 5 p.m. UK / 2 p.m. ET



Main event ringwalks (approx): 11:05 p.m. UK / 6:05 p.m. ET

The Fury vs. Usyk ringwalks are scheduled for 11:05 p.m. UK / 6:05 p.m. ET with the main card
set to begin at 5 p.m. UK / 2 p.m. ET. These timings are subject to change.

Can I watch Fury vs. Usyk on DAZN?

Fury vs. Usyk will be available on DAZN PPV in over 200 countries across the globe. You can
sign up and purchase here.

Full details of the PPV prices can be found here.

What devices are supported by DAZN?

DAZN has apps available for all of the following platforms: Apple TV, Chromecast, Amazon Fire
TV, Amazon Fire Stick, Amazon Fire Tablet, Android Phone & Tablet, iPhone & iPad, Android
TV, LG, Smart TV, Panasonic Smart TV, Samsung Smart TV, Sony Smart TV, SmartCast, Xbox

One, Xbox Series X|S, PlayStation 4, PlayStation 5 and Roku.

Here is a full list of the devices where DAZN is available, in addition to web browsers on (if you
are in Argentina, Chile and Colombia you must download the DAZN app from the Apple App
Store or Android Google Play store and then sign up from there, rather than via web browser):

The opening fight of the afternoon will see another undefeated record come to an end as David
Nyika and Michael Seitz put their perfect ledgers on the line in Saudi.


